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Modern Foreign Language - Intent

Our vision for learning French at Barrow is to provide a high-quality and engaging curriculum for all children in

Key Stage 2, enabling them to learn to communicate effectively in another language as well as understanding

people from another culture.

Through subject specific learning blocks, allocated at regular intervals, we will enable our pupils in Key Stage 2 

to:

• Cover all the requirements of the National Curriculum for MFL;
• Gain confidence and enjoyment in their ability to communicate their ideas and thoughts effectively in 

another language leading on to further study at Key Stage 3;

• Develop an awareness of their place in the global community;
• Begin to understand how communication can create communities which are wider than geographical 

boundaries;

• Value contributions of different peoples and cultures.

In addition to explicit French teaching in Key Stage 2, all children in Early Years and Key Stage1 will also 

encounter French and other languages through activities such as responding to the register in another 

language, reading books in French, learning French terminology for key routines and singing French songs.

We are also introducing German for the last half-term in year 6 and plan to have a Japanese language day in the 

summer term. 

Through a wide variety of high quality, culture rich texts, our school seeks to encourage understanding and

tolerance between people of all cultures and languages and all children are encouraged to share their 

knowledge of languages and cultural events, spoken and celebrated at home.

The Subject Leader for Languages maintains an action plan to monitor the intent, implementation and impact of

French provision at Barrow, as well as celebrating and encouraging contributions from world cultures to the whole

school.



The National Curriculum for Languages

“Learning a foreign language is a liberation from insularity and provides an opening to other cultures. A high-

quality languages education should foster pupils’ curiosity and deepen their understanding of the world.” 

(National Curriculum 2014)

• The aim of the National Curriculum is for pupils to learn to communicate effectively –both verbally and in 

written form – in another language.

• The purpose should lead to being able to communicate in practical situations, to understand different 

viewpoints and thought processes and to allow children to access seminal texts in another language.

• It relates to a wider aspiration that pupils learn that they are citizens of a global community and should 

support their understanding of the need for wider understanding between countries and cultures, linking to 

aims for SMSC learning.

Aims of the Language Curriculum

The national curriculum for languages aims to ensure that all pupils:

• understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of authentic sources
• speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of communicating what they 

want to say, including through discussion and asking questions, and continually improving the accuracy of 

their pronunciation and intonation

• can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the variety of grammatical 

structures that they have learnt

• discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language studied.

Specialist Teaching 

Our French curriculum is delivered by a specialist French teacher which is followed on by revisiting and retrieving 
learning by the class teacher on alternate weeks. Across KS2, French is taught weekly, with specialist teaching being 
delivered every other week. In KS1, the children have a 10-15 minute input by the specialist teacher. Each half-
term the children focus on a vocabulary set and basic structures are introduced such as I like/ don’t like 
that they can apply to them (colours, numbers, pets, food, family. Etc). 
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ELGs (from Early

Adopter  

Framework)

How this is achieved in EYFS Languages KS1

Year 1 Year 2

Being imaginative
 Sing a range of well-

known  nursery rhymes

and songs.

 Singing days of the week

and  Heads, Shoulders,

Knees and  Toes in French.

 Singing the days of

the  week song.

 Learning to sing the

colours  song.

People, Culture and Communities
 Explain some similarities and  

differences between life in this 

country and life in other  

countries, drawing on  

knowledge from stories,  

nonfiction texts and (when  

appropriate) maps.

 Saying ‘Bonjour’ and ‘Au revoir’
 Children share their

home  language.

 Children from an EAL  

background share their

own  Christmas traditions.

 Answering the register in

other  languages.

 Saying ‘Bonjour’ in
response
to the register.

 Saying ‘Au revoir’ at the
end of the day.

 Answering the register

using  languages from the

class  community.

 Children from EAL
backgrounds share their  

family’s traditions with

the  class.

EYFS and Key
Stage 1



Key Stage 2
Year 3 Autumn 



Key Stage 2
Year 3 Spring 



Key Stage 2
Year 3 Summer 



Key Stage 2 –
Year 4 Autumn



Key Stage 2 –
Year 4 Spring



Key Stage 2 –
Year 4 Summer



Key Stage 2 –
Year 5 Autumn



Key Stage 2 –
Year 5 Spring



Key Stage 2 –
Year 5 Summer



Key Stage 2 –
Year 6 Autumn



Key Stage 2 –
Year 6 Spring 



Key Stage 2 –
Year 6 Summer 



Key Stage 2 –Progression of Skills
Listening



Speaking



Reading



Writing 



Grammar 



Intercultural 
Understanding 


